Primer approximation multiplex PCR (PAMP) is a new experimental protocol for efficiently assaying structural variation in genomes. PAMP is particularly suited to cancer genomes where the precise breakpoints of alterations such as deletions or translocations vary between patients. The design of PCR primer sets for PAMP is challenging because a large number of primer pairs are required to detect alterations in the hundreds of kilobases range that can occur in cancer. These sets of primers must achieve high coverage of the region of interest, while avoiding primer dimers and satisfying the physicochemical constraints of good PCR primers. We describe a natural formulation of these constraints as a combinatorial optimization problem. We show that the PAMP primer design problem is NP-hard, and design algorithms based on simulated annealing and integer programming, that provide good solutions to this problem in practice.
INTRODUCTION
Many tumors are characterized by large-scale DNA damage. These changes include point mutations and small insertion/deletion events, but also large structural changes such as deletions, translocations, and inversions of entire chromosomal segments. Notable examples include the TMPRSS2 fusion with ETS transcription factors [24] , the SMAD4/DPC4 locus which exhibits a homozygous deletion in pancreatic cancer [9] , and the CDKN2A locus which frequently has regions mutated or deleted in many cancers [2, 22, 17] . The CDKN2A region is interesting in that it encodes two proteins, INK4a and ARF, that actively participate in major tumor suppressor networks [8] . Many such variations in tumor genomes remain undiscovered, and their characterization will be an important part of cancer genome projects.
Established experimental techniques for detecting structural changes include array-CGH [19] , FISH [18] , and End-sequence Profiling [26] . However, array-CGH will detect only copy number changes -not structural rearrangements like inversions or translocations -and generally performs poorly if the sample is a highly * Correspondence to: abashir@ucsd.edu heterogeneous mix of wild type and tumor cells [19] . This presents a significant challenge when screening cells in early onset cancer patients, where the predominance of cells are actually normal, and only a small fraction contain the genomic lesion of interest. Techniques like FISH are labor intensive making them impractical for high-throughput analysis, and moreover often have poor resolution (> 1M b). Finally, genome sequencing techniques like End-sequence Profiling are costly for whole-genome analysis, and it is not clear how to restrict them to specific regions of the genome.
PCR provides one possible solution to this problem. The exponential growth of the reacting product allows for the amplification of weak signals. Consider two regions that are brought together by a genomic rearrangement (deletion, inversion, etc.) in a tumor. Appropriately designed primer pairs within 1 kb of the fusing breakpoints will amplify only in the presence of the mutated DNA, and can amplify even with a small population of cells. Such PCR based screening has been useful in isolating deletion mutants in C. elegans [10] . However, in many real tumors, further complications exist as these structural variants often do not have exact boundaries. In the CDKN2A region, deletion boundaries often vary over several hundred kilobases and even megabases [21] . This type of variation is even observed in deletions/translocations which result in fusion proteins; the TMPRSS2 and ETS family fusion in prostate cancer not only lacks specificity in the genes it hits (ERG and ETV1/4), but also as to which exons are joined together [24] . Therefore, in order to appropriately monitor an individual's cancer progression, a test is needed that is capable of screening for, and returning accurate boundaries of, highly variable breakpoints.
To achieve this goal, Liu and Carson have recently devised a novel multiplex primer technique, Primer Approximation Multiplex PCR (PAMP), that allows for the assaying of many possible lesion boundaries simultaneously [15] . A mock illustration of this experimental model can be seen in Figure 1 . PAMP utilizes multiple primers whose PCR products cover a region in which breakpoints may occur. Every primer upstream of one breakpoint is in the same orientation, opposite to the primers downstream of the second breakpoint. A primer-pair can form a PCR product only if a genomic lesion places the pair in close proximity. If the primer-pairs are spatially distinct, then any lesion will cause the amplification of exactly one primerpair. The resulting PCR products are easily assayed on a tiling array, identifying the breakpoints of the lesion. The result is a technique The primers are spread out so that each deletion results in a unique primer pair being amplified. The amplified product is detected by hybridization to probes on an array, the dark spots on the array correspond to amplification of primers most proximal to the breakpoint. In practice, these primer-pairs out compete all others and provide the only visible signal.
which can identity genomic lesions even in high background of normal DNA, and offers precise mappings of a genomic breakpoint (resolution of less than 1kb).
For the PAMP technique to succeed, primers must be selected which adequately cover the entire region, such that every possible pair of deletion boundaries is represented by a corresponding pair of primers that will be amplified by PCR. Additionally, the primers must be chosen from a unique region of the genome, and not allowed to dimerize with each other. Finally, a selected primer must satisfy physico-chemical characteristics that allow it to prime the polymerase reaction. This last problem is well-studied. A number of programs, such as Primer3, select for optimal primers given a nucleotide sequence [23] . Primer Dimer (PD) formation is a common issue in multiplexing PCR reactions, and is affected by amplicon length, sequence and priming efficiency [6] . Additionally, a host of algorithms and applications are available for predicting primer-dimer interactions given a set of multiplexing primers [25, 13] . It is not hard to see that PD formation (due to cross-hybridization) is quite prevalent, using standard dimerization criteria [25] . This poses a significant challenge when the design calls for large numbers (500-1000) of primers, with 500 2 − 1000 2 possible dimerizations. Some recent work addresses this problem. The general problem of optimizing primer set size under cross-hybridization constraints has previously been shown to be NP-Complete by reduction to the Multiple Choice Matching problem [16] . Thus, a number of heuristics have been developed for specific applications, such as minimizing primer set size when given a set of target objects (such as ORFs) [4, 5] . Recently, a number of papers have attempted to optimize multiplex reactions with respect to SNP genotyping. Specifically, these approaches attempt to partition primer sets into multiple multiplexing tubes and examine the trade-offs associated with various experimental design factors [20, 14] . Additionally, recent studies using bioinformatics approaches, have been able to achieve multiplexing of greater than 1000 SNPs, far exceeding previous multiplexing thresholds [27] .
The PAMP technique is fundamentally different from these approaches. The design uniquely results in the amplification of a single pair out of a large set of primers (and therefore primer pairs) due to the genomic lesion. Additionally, unlike clique or coloring based apporaches for primer set partitioning [20, 14] , we must simultaneously create a non-dimerizing set of primers while optimizing coverage of all possible breakpoints in a region. This sequence coverage criteria adds additional complexity to the optimization. Additionally, the goal is to maximize one's ability to detect a structural variant in a specific locus, no matter how variable its boundaries are within a patient population.
In this paper, we formulate the appropriate optimization problem (Section 2), show that the problem is NP-hard (Section 3) even in a restricted form. In Section 4 we describe a number of heuristics that either terminate quickly, or guarantee optimality (but not both). The algorithms are applied to a test region around the known CDKN2A deletion, and show excellent results even in a 1:49 mixture of mutated:wild-type cells (Section 5). These preliminary results also help set the design parameters for larger problems. We can achieve near-optimal designs for regions as large as 500kb, and describe additional improvements for larger regions 1 . Our results indicate that PAMP is a feasible technique for assaying lesions, up to a given size, in a heterogeneous mixture of cancer and wild-type cells.
OPTIMIZING PRIMER DESIGN
To model the problem accurately, we must establish the constraints for an appropriate set of primers. Define a primer-design as a set of forward primers Fn, . . . , F2, F1 with genomic locations lF n < . . . < lF 1 and a set of reverse primers R1, R2, . . . , Rn with genomic locations lR 1 < lR 2 < . . . < lR n (Figure 1 ). Let d equal the maximum distance between any pair of forward primers, or any pair of reverse primers. We say that the primer design covers a genomic location z provided that there exists a pair of primers Fi and Rj such that if z is deleted from the genome then the distance between Fi and Rj is at most 2d. For the protocol to be successful, the distance 2d should be no greater than what can be readily amplified between a primer-pair (2kb is used as a cut-off). We define the coverage of the primer design to be the fraction of the genome between lF n and lR n that is covered. Our goal is to find a primer design that maximizes coverage subject to some constraints, as described below.
First, we do not allow primer-dimerization: Any two primers in a single multiplex reaction should not cross-hybridize. We present an experiment below in which the presence of a single pair of dimerizing primers is sufficient to negate the amplification. This imposes a fairly stringent requirement for our specific protocol, as dimerization is fairly common, and every forward primer will be pooled with every reverse primer. With 250 forward and reverse primers, this leads to at least 250 2 pairs 2 . Second, each primer must amplify a unique region. We enforce this by ensuring that the primer itself is unique, and 13bp from the 3 end occur no more than expected by chance. Historically, primers have been selected only in repeat-masked genomes. However, we show that good coverage can be ensured only by allowing unique primers located within transposable elements. Third, primers in the same direction must be non-overlapping, and at least distance r apart where r is the length of the desired probe. Finally, the primer-selection must be physicochemically appropriate, as described by melting temperature, GC content, and other parameters. These are lumped together as they are adequately addressed by primer selection programs such as Primer3 [23] . In our design, we start with some pre-processing to select unique and physico-chemically appropriate candidate primers. Next, all dimerizing pairs are identified. The problem of designing primers that obey the coverage and cross-hybridization constraints is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem on the set of candidate primers.
PAMP design Construct a primer-coverage graph G, over a sequence of length L, as follows: each candidate primer defines a vertex, u, with its genomic location denoted by lu 3 . Add additional vertices l b = 0, le = L to define the start and end of the sequence. The vertices are paired up with primer-dimerization edges E (l b , le do not contain any primer-dimerization edges). Thus, (u, v) ∈ E if and only if primers u and v cross-hybridize. Each pair of nodes is also associated with a corresponding proximity cost. Consider a solution in which two forward primers u, v are adjacent. Recall that if |lu − lv| ≤ d, then any deletion with breakpoints between lu and lv should lead to an amplification. Otherwise, there are at most |lu − lv| − d positions, where a deletion would not be marked by a PCR amplification. Based on this, each pair (u, v) is associated with a coverage-cost C(u, v) = max{0, |lu − lv| − d}. The primer design is a chain P = p1, p2, . . . of forward primers followed by reverse primers, ordered so that lp j < lp j+1 for all j (Figure 2 top) . Define the cost of the design as
where wc, wp are appropriately chosen weighting functions. To solve the PAMP design problem, we need to compute a chain of minimum cost. Note that many pairs of primers will cross-hybridize, and removing all such pairs could lead to very sparse primer datasets. This is modeled by adjusting wp. Keeping it high may lead to a very sparse solution, while keeping it too low leads to many conflicts being allowed. While our algorithm works for a general wp, 2 If all primers are pooled in a single reaction this would lead to 500 2 pairs 3 for exposition purposes, we ignore the length of the primer preliminary results show that a single dimerizing pair can cause the entire multiplexed PCR reaction to fail (Section 5), so we describe results with wp = ∞.
Extensions The model proposed here does not capture two natural extensions. The PAMP protocol does not require all forward and all reverse primers to be in a single multiplex reaction. Rather, the forward and reverse primers can be partitioned into sets, with each forward set reacted with each reverse set. This implies that dimerizations between two forward (or, two reverse) primers are allowed when they are in different sets. We model this by not adding (u, v) (which can possibly dimerize) to E if u and v are both forward (or both reverse) and occur in different sets. If we partition the forward and reverse sets into N sets each the protocol will have N 2 distinct multiplex reactions. As smaller N implies smaller cost, it can be used to optimize a cost-coverage tradeof A second useful parameter is the total number of primers. Define primer-density ρ as the average number of primers every d base-pairs. Clearly ρ must be ≥ 1 for full coverage. We show that a modest increase in ρ can provide a significant increase in achievable coverage. The primer-density is controlled by augmenting the cost function to be
Here, we select wρ = ∞ if ρ exceeds the desired density. Otherwise, wρ = 0. Another point to note is that Figure 1 describes a scenario in which the left and right breakpoints are known to lie in distinct genomic segments. However, this is not critical. We can extend the protocol to a case where the left and right break-points lie in overlapping regions. Primer design considerations for more complex rearrangements (such as deletions with overlapping boundaries and translocations) are natural extensions, but are omitted for exposition purposes.
COMPLEXITY OF PAMP DESIGN
We show that the PAMP design problem is NP-hard, even in a restricted form: we consider the case wp = ∞, so that no crosshybridization edge is allowed in the solution. We consider an additional restriction on the problem by assuming that the right breakpoint is known exactly, and we have a single reverse primer on that side which does not conflict with any of the candidate forward primers. The decision version of the restricted problem is as follows.
One-sided PAMP design (OPAMP): Given a genomic region, G, of length L with a single reverse primer, a collection F of candidate forward primers, with only the forward primers dimerizing, and an integer value D ≤ L. Does there exist a non-dimerizing collection F ⊆ F of forward primers such that the total uncovered region is less that D with no adjacent primers 4 ? Note that a polynomial time solution for the general problem implies that OPAMP is poly-time solvable. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that OPAMP is NP-hard. Supplemental 1 includes a detailed proof via reduction from Max2-SAT [7] . The problem has recently been shown to be hard to even approximate [3] .
Prior to optimization of the candidate set, we need to do two preliminary computations.
Conflict Edge computation: First, we must compute all possible primer pairs that dimerize (the set of conflict edges E). Dimerization due to cross-hybridization is not perfectly understood, but previous studies have indicated that cross-hybridization could occur if an ungapped alignment exists with matches exceeding mismatches by at least 7, specifically in the 3' region [25] . We use this as our conflict criteria. For a genomic region of 500Kbp, there are often tens of thousands of candidate primers, each pair which must be checked for dimerization, To efficiently compute the conflict edge graph, we will employ a simple filtering technique. If the mismatches occur randomly, it can be shown that with high probability, there is a sub-alignment with 3 consecutive matches in dimerizing primers. Therefore, we construct a hash table of all 3-mers. Only primers that hash to the same location are aligned to compute E.
Additional layers of complexity regarding conflict edges are possible. Lipson proposed an extensive strategy for computing dimerization and mispriming potential, the probability of a primer pair falsely amplifying a different region of the genome [14] . In future work we intend to compare such approaches experimentally to improve the robustness of our algorithm.
Repeat filtering: Second, we must ensure uniqueness of the primers by filtering for repeats. Typical algorithms avoid placing primers within repeats in order to reduce the possibility of primers annealing non-uniquely [1] . However, based on the limitation in range of PCR (∼ 2kb in our experiments), a significant loss of base pair coverage would result from disallowing primers within repetitive elements. For example, in the CDKN2A region the optimal coverage theoretically possible was ∼ 75% coverage of the 500 kb flanking sequence if one disallows primers within repeats.
In order to obtain better coverage, we needed to be aggressive in our selection of primers, and selected some primers within repetitive regions. We used parameters from the Wang et. al, to help derive our filtering criteria [27] . For each repeat in our region of interest, we created a table of every 20-mer indicating its raw occurrence in the genome, as well as the occurrence of the 13bp sub-string from its 3'-end. A primer was selected if, in addition to satisfying standard primer criteria, it did not have its 3'-end occur more than was expected by chance. Additionally, the resulting sequence set is checked more rigorously for uniqueness in the region as described in the Supplemental Methods. Though the majority of repeat sequence is in far higher occurrence than expected by chance, one can sometimes find small regions that are permissible as primers.
The set of 'unique' but possibly dimerizing sets of primers forms the initial list from which a candidate-set of low cost is to be selected. Given the NP-completeness result, we focus on heuristic versions of the problem. We describe algorithms for optimal PAMP design based on greedy selection and simulated-annealing (guaranteed running time, but not optimality), and also Integer Linear Programming (guaranteed optimality, but not running time).
Greedy heuristic for PAMP design: In this simple heuristic, we attempt to greedily extend a primer set of low cost. Note that the typical value of wp is very high (or, wp = ∞), which limits the total number of primers selected. Define Pu as the chain whose penultimate primer is u (the primer at le being the last) with cost C(Pu). Eu corresponds to the set of primers which have dimerizing edges with u.
The final solution is given at the Pu with minimum cost. It is not hard to see that this will result in unevenly distributed primers, with better primer density in regions that were looked at first. In practice, the greedy heuristic is outperformed by simulated annealing (especially in large regions) and is used, along with randomized selection, only to to provide initial solutions.
Simulated annealing for PAMP design: The simulated annealing is done over the space of all putative solutions. We start with a candidate-set P of cost C(P), and in each step, we move to a neighboring solution P [12] . We will consider two solution spaces, each with its own neighborhood. In the first, we consider the case wp = ∞. Each candidate-set P induces an independent set on the primer-coverage graph, i.e. no pair of dimerizing primers is allowed. Candidate-sets P is in the neighborhood of P (P ∈ NP ), if there exists a primer u such that P = P + {u} − {v : (u, v) ∈ E}.
In the second case (wp < ∞), every subset P subject to certain size constraints is in the solution space. P ∈ NP if |P − P | ≤ 1. In other words, P can be obtained from P by adding or deleting a single primer. While the two approaches are similar, they do have different convergence properties. In each step s, we move from the current candidate-set P to a neighboring set P . Denote the cost of this transition by ∆s = C(P ) − C(P). From our tests, moving from one independent set to another allowed for faster convergence, therefore we use this methodology for our comparative studies.
In the simulated annealing procedure, we start with an initial solution (random, or greedy). In each transition, step s is sampled (among all possible steps) with probability proportional to e −∆s/T , where the temperature T is an adjustable parameter. T is decreased according to an annealing schedule. Steps that cause a large decrease in the cost are the most probable, but unfavorable steps also are possible (at higher T ) allowing for an escape from local minima. An example illustrating this point is seen in Figure 2 . The speed and quality of final solution depend upon a number of factors, including the quality of initial solution, choice of neighborhood, and the setting of appropriate temperature T . We experimented with a number of strategies for optimizing the speed and quality of the solution. In practice the various annealing schedules showed little performance distance, though best results were obtained for proportional and linear schedules. For consistency, a linear schedule is used throughout the results section. Additionally, a random starting solution was given at each test, in order to compare the solutions to the naive greedy without bias.
ILP and lower bounds: We can model our problem as a binary integer linear program (ILP). Typical ILP solvers guarantee optimality, but not running time, and may not converge for large sizes. The ILP is depicted in Figure 3 . For every primer in F , we define a binary variable xi. The variable xi = 1 iff the primer starting at location li is chosen. Clearly, for each pair of dimerizing primers i, j, and for each pair of primers such that li − lj ≤ r, we have the constraint Fig. 2 . Sketch of Simulated Annealing Methodology. Ovals represent possible primers, darkly shaded ovals represent primers in the current chain, dotted lines between two ovals represent dimerization edges, and shaded rectangles represents uncovered sequence (sequence greater than d base pairs upstream from the nearest primer). Our goal is to minimize uncovered primer space. In this case, the third iteration provides a solution with perfect coverage-which could not be reached in a single move from the initial solution. Note that iterations 1 and 2 transition through chains with higher cost than the initial solution.
xi + xj ≤ 1
We set variable qij = 1 if xi = 1, xj = 1 and for all other j < k < i x k = 0. In other words, primer j is the primer selected immediately prior to primer i. As qij contributes to the cost of the solution, we only need to set lower bounds on it. The constraints X l j <l i qij ≥ xi qij ≤ xj ensure that qij = 1 only if xi = 1, and xj = 1 for some j < i. The 'uncovered region' penalty di is constrained by
Note, when li − lj − d < 0, this term is replaced with 0. Clearly, this penalty is minimized by setting qij = 1 for the primer j selected immediately prior to primer i. In that case, di is exactly the number of uncovered bases, which we seek to minimize. We find empirically (see Results) that the ILP as described is intractable even for moderate regions. Therefore, we use the ILP formulation mainly to test the performance of the simulated annealing solutions on smaller regions with a sparse number of primers. For lower bounds, we also considered the Linear Programming formulation, achieved by replacing the 0, 1 constraints with
Unfortunately, the integrality gap between the ILP and the relaxed LP is quite large in practice and the bounds are not useful (data not shown). We focus our studies on ILP solutions which can be obtained for smaller regions with a sparse number of primers. Empirical results for the simulated annealing compared to the ILP solutions can be seen in Figure 7c . In future work, we will explore the use of various cut inequalities to improve the performance of the ILP.
RESULTS
Experimental validation We applied our algorithm to design a set of 600 primers (300 pairs) covering a 500kb region (ρ = 1.2) surrounding the CDKN2A locus. As described in the original PAMP paper, typical multiplexing reactions consist of adjacent subsets of primers from the larger, overall primer set [15] . Therefore, as a proof of concept, we used a 12 primer-pair test subset from these globally optimized primers to assay a known ∼ 15kb deletion event at the CDKN2A locus in the Detroit 562 cell line [17] . A continuous subset of 10 forward primers and 10 reverse primers (representing 20kb of sequence coverage) were chosen from the initial set of 500, in the regions closest to the previously published breakpoints. PAMP experiments were conducted with a varying mix of wild-type (nondeleted) and mutant samples. As shown in Figure 4 , the array shows amplification of only the two probes associated with the characteristic breakpoint positions of the Detroit CDKN2A deletion. The signal is present even when the mutant:wild-type ratio is only 1:49. Moreover, we tested the affect of dimerizing primers with respect to suppression of a true signal. It was observed that a single pair of dimerizing primers was sufficient to destroy the signal completely, demonstrating the impact of adding dimerizing primers (Figure 4) .
At first glance, this seems like a much simpler (and, scalereduced) version of the optimizations we have been discussing. However, we note that the computation was done over the entire region and the 20 primers were manually picked from the 600 primer set design around the region of deletion, and the computational complexity is unchanged. Also, the experimental complexity is close to the desired experimental complexity. Recall that the experimental protocol calls for N forward, and N reverse sets for a total of N 2 multiplex reactions. Our computational design was based on the most complex case (N = 1). On the experimental side, by choosing 12 forward-reverse primers (N = 300/10 = 25), we would need a total of 625 multiplex reactions, of which exactly one would give the desired positive result. Here, we validated by only performing the single positive experiment. In other experiments, we have scaled this up to N ≈ 10, sufficient for clinical settings, and are moving towards N = 1 (data not shown).
We also performed a series of experiments to test whether primers within (or proximal to) known repeats would cause problems. The set of 20 primers was extended by adding primers flanking highly conserved repeats (such as AluSx transposable elements). Figure 4 provides a negative control by showing that repeat located primers do not destroy the CDKN2A deletion signal.
An ideal positive control would be an experiment in which repeat located primers are the ones being amplified. Unfortunately, such a design is not possible for the CDKN2A deletion in the Detroit 562 cell line, as the deletion breakpoints are not proximal to repeats that yield good primers. However, the 14kb deleted region itself contains multiple repeat elements which can be equally informative. Therefore, we conducted a series of experiments including primer pairs from repeat elements within the deleted region. In every mixed sample (wild-type + mutant), PCR products located in repeats and PCR products resulting from the deletion were detected ( Figure 5 ). The signals of PCR products located in repeats disappeared when only the mutant sample was used, confirming that only the deleted region was being amplified by the primers located in repeats. All PAMP experiments were performed using the protocol described in Liu et al [15] .
Our results show the power of the PAMP protocol in amplifying the deletion signal even in a mixed population. The negative control with dimerizing primers reveals the importance of a good design providing high coverage with non-dimerizing primers. The remainder of this manuscript describes the impact of various parameters on the performance of the simulated-annealing heuristic, with comparison to the naive greedy and ILP solutions. is not tight for large regions, because as the size of the region increases, it becomes harder to find primer sub-sets with non-dimerizing pairs.
Even with the weak upper bound, early computational results are promising. On the 500kb CDKN2A region, we obtained nondimerizing primer sets with greater than > 96% coverage (with primer density ρ = 1.2), improving upon the greedy solution (< 92% coverage). Also, note that restricting primer selection to repeat-masked regions would have resulted in greatly reduced coverage (∼ 60%). Figure 6 shows the amount of coverage missed in each of these approaches. The lower coverage (across all optimizations) in the CDKN2A region when compared to other 500kb regions is primarily due to its high repeat content (> 60% over 500kb), however this exemplifies the need for primers in repeatmasked genomic regions. A similar study was done for a smaller region corresponding to the TMPRSS2:ERG [24] fusion, achieving > 97% coverage (data not shown).
We consider the factors that would impact the quality of the final solution. The size of the region is an important consideration, as discussed earlier. Also, different genomic regions have fairly different compositional characteristics, which will influence performance. Finally, the performance is also influenced by algorithm specific parameters such as the primer-density ρ. To examine these issues, we selected a number of regions at random from the genome, with size varying from 100Kb to 5Mb, with ≥ 5 replicates for each size. Figures 7a,b show the performance as a function of size and primer-density ρ, additional parameters for primer selection and optimization can be found in the Supplemental Methods. As can be seen, for low sizes (≤ 500kb), and higher primer-density, the designed primers are very close to theoretical optimum. The coverage diverges from the theoretical optimum over large regions, primarily due to extensive primer dimerization, which not only restricts the overall number of primers, but also greatly limits choices in primer sparse regions of the genome. The primer-density provides a cost-coverage trade-off. For mid-sized regions, a small increase in primer-density greatly improves coverage (Figure 7a ). Specifically, a significant improvement is observed between ρ = 1 and ρ = 1.2, suggesting that ρ = 1.2 provides a good cost-coverage tradeoff. This is made more apparent by comparison to the unrestricted greedy approach which outperforms ρ = 1 in certain cases. Additionally, the simulated annealing solution consistently improves upon the greedy heuristic (even when no restriction is placed on the greedy heuristic for ρ) (Figure 7a,b) .
For larger-sized regions (> 1M b) there is a significant reduction in coverage. To improve coverage further, we exploit the fact that the PAMP protocol employs multiple 'tubes' of multiplexing in practice. The forward and reverse sets are themselves partitioned into N sets each (N ≤ 10). Each multiplex reaction consists of a forward and a reverse partition. Thus, each forward primer is only multiplexed with the forward primers in its own partition, and can dimerize with all other forward primers. This relaxation on dimerization constraints allows us to get improved coverage (See Figure 7a , p = 1.1, partitioned). An improvement similar to the unpartitioned sets was observed as p was increased from 1.1 to 2 (data not shown). In future work, we will include the optimization of the number of rounds as an explicit part of the primer design.
As mentioned, it was observed that extensive primer-dimerization makes it difficult to obtain high coverage, and our results may well be close to the true optima, but the weak bounds on optimal coverage makes it difficult to test this directly. However, in small, sparse regions 5 informative ILP bounds could be obtained. It should be noted that even when the simulated annealing diverged significantly from the theoretical lower bound, it almost perfectly approximated the observed ILP solution (Figure 7c) . Additionally, the revised lower bound placed by the ILP (since true convergence could not always be observed) greatly reduced the gap between the theoretical and observed coverage.
Convergence and running time The performance of the simulatedannealing algorithm depends upon a number of factors, including the annealing schedule, choice of neighborhood, and so on. We restrict discussion to the length of the schedule. We experimented with a linearly decreasing temperature T , using a number of runs. In each run, the annealing was set to be 10× slower than the previous run. We stop when little (less than 1%) or no improvement is recorded over the previous run. The number of iterations is plotted as a function of region size and primer-density in Supplemental 2. Interestingly, the number of iterations peaks around 1Mb, decreasing again. Once again, primer-dimers in large regions severely restrict the search space, leading to fast convergence, but low coverage. The number of iterations also increase with increasing ρ due to added flexibility in selection.
DISCUSSION
We have shown a method to design appropriate sets of primers for PAMP that cover a region without dimerizing, map uniquely in the genome, and possess the requisite physico-chemical characteristics for the PCR reaction. Using this design in multiplex PCR, allows us to detect most deletions within a given region. However, the real advantage of this method is that protocols can be designed for any structural variation that brings two disparate genomic regions together. Therefore, deletions, inversions, translocations, and transpositions can all be assayed with PAMP and appropriate primer designs.
A critical part of our study is the formulation of the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem with goal of improving coverage, while satisfying a collection of constraints. This is not simply an academic question. A diagnostic test will fail in patients for whom the deletion boundaries lie within uncovered regions. The greater the uncovered region, higher the failure probability. In this respect, bringing the coverage up from < 90% to over 97% is very significant. We also provide an ILP formulation, which guarantees true optimality, but did not converge in our formulation. We are exploring a number of alternative approaches, using different cut inequalities to speed up ILP convergence. Even if we guarantee optimality, the ubiquitous dimerization will keep coverage low for large regions. For these regions, we have alternative formulations with more complex multiplexing scenarios to improve coverage. Future work will address the optimization for those problems.
Other technologies have been developed for assaying structural changes in tumor genomes, such as BAC End Sequence Profiling [26] and array CGH [19] . However, the ability of array CGH to detect alterations is impeded by the presence of normal cells or other genomic heterogeneity in the tumor sample. End Sequence Profiling (ESP) can potentially overcome genomic heterogeneity with deep sequencing, but at great expense. Moreover, it is not clear how to restrict ESP to specific regions of the genome. In contrast, the selective amplification of the structurally modified region allows PAMP to detect even weak signals in a heterogeneous population. PAMP could become the technique of choice for probing of specific variants in cancer patients, although the de novo discovery of such variants will still rely on array CGH, ESP, or other techniques.
